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fields, from the period of 1650 to the present. 
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the contextual origins and receptions of texts 
in order to recover their historical meanings. 
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they do not hold copyright for worldwide 
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their manuscript. 
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http://journals.cambridge.org/journal_
ModernIntellectualHistory.

The recommended length of articles is 
10,000–12,000 words including footnotes. The 
recommended length of review essays is 5,000 words 
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Contributors should submit an electronic copy in 
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3. proofs
Typographical or factual errors only may be 
changed at proof stage. The publisher reserves the 
right to charge authors for correction of non-typo-
graphical errors.
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1479-2443/15. ISI Tear Sheet Service, 3501 Market 
Street, Philadelphia, pa 19104, usa, is authorized to 
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use only. Organizations authorized by the Copyright 
Licensing Agency may also copy material subject to 
the usual conditions. For all other use, permission 
should be sought from Cambridge or from the 
American branch of Cambridge University Press.
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